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Introduction
An important goal of the 300-level Electronics
course at St. Mary’s is to teach the students to
become self-reliant in the laboratory. At the
end of the class the students should be able
to successfully design and build their own
electronic projects.

Gaining Experience
In-class lab partners are assigned in high/low
experience pairs. The more experienced
partner is not allowed to touch anything for
the first week.

Weekly lab instructions become increasingly
sparse as semester progresses. The final lab is
two sentences:
“Make a stepper-motor turn. No Arduinos”

Building Confidence & Dealing with Failure
Failure (ex. vague or missing instructions,
requests to do impossible modifications) is
deliberately built into later labs.
• Students’ progress is carefully monitored

so they only experience productive
frustration

• Good rapport between professor and
students is essential

Learning to Find Information
Students read the relevant section in text and
complete reading quizzes before each class.
Lectures are minimal.

A mid-semester lab guides students to find
online tutorials and instructions for
themselves. After this lab students must find
datasheets and specs on their own.

Results
Every project (over five years) has been
successful. Students are enthusiastic about
their experience and results. Most
impressively, many students work on new
electronics projects after the course is
finished.

Troubleshooting Tips
• Group Dynamics: Pairs work best. Students

choose their own partners for the project
• The proposal requires a material list with

part numbers to ensure there is a concrete,
feasible plan.

• Questionable project proposals (ex. card
skimmers) offer an opportunity for a class
discussion of ethics.

• One in-class workday four weeks out from
due date allows professor to monitor
progress

Sampling of Projects:
Catapult
Automatic tea maker
“Snake” game
“Battleship” game
Key-tar
Floor Piano

Goal & Challenges Process & Scaffolding Troubleshooting & Results

Issues
Many students
• Have no practical previous electronics

experience
• Lack confidence and won’t explore in lab

due to fear of failure
• Lack knowledge about available resources

they can use to teach themselves

The students’ experience in the course is
carefully designed so they will tackle these
issues first in class with the help of the
professor.

Goal Assessment
Student self-reliance is assessed via a
semester-long group project completed with
minimal professor supervision, structured as
follows:

• Project Proposal (due mid-semester)
• Paper (due last week of semester)
• Presentation & Demonstration (class final)

Student project example: Bike Speedometer 

Student project example: AlphaBot
(pen controlled string and stepper-motors)

Student project example:
5x5 LED cube

Two students started a school club to build
the electronics for a campus radio telescope.

Students help
their friends
build electronics
for projects in
other disciplines,
such as Biology
or Art.
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